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Dear Friends,
The falling leaves and shorter, cooler autumn days signal the soon coming
winter. The sky is filled with flocks of geese preparing for departure to southern
warmth. The harvest is in progress.
The changing seasons are continual
reminders of God’s divine order. All nature
obeys His decrees. We find comfort and
hope knowing that His declarations shall
stand. This world is not spinning hopelessly
out of control but everything is working to
His Almighty plan. In Matthew 24:35 Jesus
said, “Heaven and earth will pass away, but
My words will by no means pass away.”
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I was also able to share in several
Women’s Outreach, gatherings. These
were wonderful opportunities to
minister healing, hope, and practical
help. The response in every place was
excellent with more participants than
expected. In Cranbrook, BC. for
example, there were at least six local
churches represented. In Nanton, AB,
the room was packed, and in Surrey,
BC extra tables had to be set up!
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After every service there were those who told of God’s touch upon them. There was strong confirmation that
every detail had all been orchestrated by the Lord. For some the message and fellowship came as a direct answer
to prayer in the Lord’s perfect timing. God’s power is continually at work drawing us to follow Him.
There were also a few unusual adventures along the journey—like driving
very near a forest fire in BC mountains. The nearby billows of smoke and
overhead helicopter fire-fighters certainly caught my attention!
During the month of October plans are in place to produce another music
CD with a Christmas flavor. It is expected to be released by the end of the
month—just in time for Christmas!

Raging mountain forest fire along the road

Thank you for your continued support and encouragement. I am very
grateful for every kindness. May you be continually refreshed and
strengthened by the Lord’s presence.

In Christ,
Anita Pearce

P. S. Canadian Thanksgiving is held the second
week of October. What a wonderful
opportunity to express our appreciation to God
Ministering in housefor His great faithfulness. In 1 Thessalonians
church in Surrey, BC
Surrey, BC Women's Outreach
5:18 we read this admonition, “Be thankful in all
circumstances, for this is God's will for you who
belong to Christ Jesus.” We cannot necessarily be thankful for everything, but in every situation we know the
Lord is near—and that He is worthy of our gratefulness.
Thankfulness is a powerful key to contentment, joy, and even happiness. It demonstrates our faith expressing
confidence in the Lord’s goodness. In this season may we be “thankful on purpose” to the Lord as well as the
people who cross our paths.
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